


WE AIM  TO
OFFER SCHOOLS

AFFORDABLE
RECRUITMENT



"Jobs listed were
current and the seviceis helpful"

- TEACHVAC USER -



PROFESSOR JOHN HOWSON

WELCOME FROM OUR CHAIR
TeachVac has grown to a platform with more than 80,000 vacancies listed during

2022. Our company has made well in excess of 2 million matches between

teachers looking for jobs and the schools during the same period. However,

TeachVac is more than just a job listing site. We provide comprehensive data

about the labour market for teachers, creating subject and regional specific

reports for clients.

In line with our aim of providing a low-cost solution, we cap the amount schools

are required to pay for annual listings at less than the cost of a single advert on

many other platforms. Our autumn special offer of £250, for an annual listing of

all teaching vacancies, offers excellent value. Sign up today, while the offer lasts.

TeachVac helps teachers search for jobs
and schools list vacancies. Registration and

use is free for teachers and trainees.
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OUR HISTORY
In 2014, TeachVac was founded to address the increasing cost in

advertising teaching vacancies – estimated to exceed £50M per

year – and the lack of market information about teacher

recruitment faced by both teachers and schools. Professor John

Howson, the noted academic, has conducted research into the

labour market for teachers since the early 1980s and is an

acknowledged expert in the field. John's knowledge of the education

vacancy market has produced an unrivalled vacancy matching

system.

"Best website for teaching vacancies.

Sticks to criteria required and only

show appropriate vacancies. Simple

and to the point. Teachvac have

vacancies on their website before any

other websites."

- TEACHVAC USER -
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OUR BUSINESS
TeachVac leverages unique cutting-edge technology to gather and process

teaching and leadership vacancies from all UK schools.

For Teachers: a dedicated and tailored job finder with daily updates.

For Schools: a low cost route to teachers looking for your type of vacancies.

Our state-of-the-art technology saves you time and hassle when posting

vacancies.

For MATs/Dioceses/Local Authorities: cost effective pricing that reduces

as more schools sign up.

Our vacancy matching system is simple, quick and easy to use for both

schools and teachers.

"I wouldrecommendTeachVac toothers"
- TEACHVAC USER -
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OUR PRICING

SECONDARY AND ALL THROUGH SCHOOLS: 
Maximum £500 + VAT per year 

PRIMARY SCHOOLS: 
Maximum £75 + VAT per year

BASIC

Schools using TeachVac will be charged £500 per secondary school and £75 per

primary school. Discounts will be available for Federations and Trusts.

For agencies we offer a, per advert, fee based on geographical area chosen.

Adverts will be live for a maximum of 21 days or until the closing date, whichever

comes first. Check out our rate card for more information.
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LOCAL AUTHORITY (LA)
£3 + VAT per advert

COUNTY (INCLUDING ANY UNITARY

AUTHORITIES WITHIN THE COUNTY
£4 + VAT per advert

AGENCIES

GOVERNMENT OFFICE REGION (GOR)
£10 + VAT per advert

https://www.teachvac.co.uk/misc_public/Agency%20Rate%20Card.pdf


TEACHER VACANCY DATA
TeachVac is able to produce an

array of statistical data about the

education marketplace on both a

regular and ad-hoc basis.

Data feeds are available to ITT

organisations to support their

allocation bids and to any other

organisations that are interested in

the figures including Multi-

Academy Trusts. The cost for these

feeds can vary depending on the

type/amount of data required and

will be confirmed upon enquiring.
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PODCAST
Teachvac is creating a series of

podcasts about teaching in specific

areas of England. Listen to one

here.

If you would like your area featured

to help attract teachers, do make

contact with the team via

enquiries@teachvac.co.uk 

to discuss text and prices. 
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https://spotifyanchor-web.app.link/e/IkajpgKkJsb
mailto:enquiries@teachvac.co.uk


Innovation Centre

Monks Brook

Newport

PO30 5WB

enquiries@teachvac.co.uk

01983550408

https://www.teachvac.co.uk/

CONTACT

Registered in England No. 9092066

VAT Reg No: 28630967

https://www.facebook.com/TeachVac/
https://twitter.com/TeachVac
https://www.instagram.com/teachvacots/
mailto:enquiries@teachvac.co.uk
https://www.teachvac.co.uk/

